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Meeting called to order by Chelsea Rainer at 9:30pm on May 17th 2019.
JO Committee Meeting Agenda
1.

2021-2025 JO Program
The committee discussed goals and progressions for the new program.
There was an overall interest in promoting a similar skill level across all disciplines:
•
Level 8: fulls
•
Level 9: doubles
•
Level 10: no change to current program

2.

Mobility
The committee agreed that it would be preferable for JO mobility to be managed internally by gyms and
coaches, rather than the current policing system by the JO Chair. The responsibility would be on the
gym to ensure their athletes compete at the correct and safe level.
Motion to recommend to the Program Committee that JO mobility be managed internally by
gyms and coaches.
•
Motion: Jared
•
Second: Crissy
•
Vote: unanimous

3.

Qualification to USA Gym Champs and Stars & Stripes
The committee discussed pros and cons of the current qualification system. It was agreed that no
changes would be recommended.

4.

Competition apparel
The committee discussed various elements of competitions apparel:
•
Black trampoline pants: it was agreed that black trampoline pants should still be allowed at the
JO level.
•
Shorts: clarification was sought on whether branding, and patterns that go with the leotard but
do not match, are permitted.
•
Earrings: clarification was sought on the penalty for not removing earrings – is it a deduction or
disqualification?
•
Buns: the clarification was sought on the penalty for not having hair in a bun – is it a deduction
or disqualification?

5.

DMT range
The committee agreed to recommend to the Program Committee that the allowable range for DMT E
scores be extended from 0.1 to 0.2.
The TC will also be asked to provide their opinion on this matter, then both recommendations will be
discussed by the PC.

Meeting adjourned at 10:50pm.

